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Abstract 

This paper describes the plane sweep algorithm for optimal use 

of tandem replicated data in a document. It is based on an 

observation that the original plane sweep algorithm is used to 

search in documents. Plane sweep algorithm does not feature a 

fast algorithm to find the word that is repeated in tandem in a 

document. 

With the help of effective parameters we could make a new 

technique to create the algorithm that detect the number of 

tandem replicated words in a document and reduce the number of 

compares, thus reducing the number of keywords in a document 

speed up our search algorithm. For this purpose we need to have 

a link between words and documents that the proposed algorithm 

WPSR provides a similar solution as original plane sweep 

algorithm. However, considering the volume of data we get the 

canonical form that this situation helps us to increases 

recognition of duplicate words in large scale. In proposed 

algorithm time complexity with lower order has been created 

than the basic algorithm, also terms of the algorithm with the 

WPSR system reliability, consider the best web search. Finally, 

system efficiency and performance increase more than the 

previous similar algorithm in this field. 

Keywords: Plane sweep algorithm, Replicated data, String 

matching, Optimized algorithm, Web search, Text retrieval, 

Proximity search. 

1. Introduction 

Strings are kind of data that should be noted in web 

searching. Find the highest degree of similarity is defined 

to find the most relevant results, and strings that are 

searched. For this purpose, various methods can be used. 

Web pages and links between words in a document will 

affect the output. It is difficult to get documents which are 

mostly related to the query.  

Find this communication process is offline and the word 

should be searched, so we're looking for a good way. 

For example, when the query is “apple computer support”, 

what the user intended is most likely the customer support 

page in the Apple computer site. However, some other 

documents may contain all three keywords in totally 

different contexts (irrelevant results). So the issue for the 

search engine is to find the relevant documents and show 

the relevant ones first. Many heuristics are used to 

compute the relevance of a document. Examples include 

the Page Rank model and the hub and authority model, 

both based on the links between the documents [3]. The 

approach that plane sweep algorithm is taken to the 

problem is that we consider the relation of the keywords 

which are in the neighborhood in a document, so we use 

the position of keyword instead of word itself. We use 

proximity search which means finding parts containing a 

specified collection of keywords [1,3,4,17,18]. 

In plane sweep algorithm we have to store the position of 

keywords, one of the most frequent approaches is inverted 

files. we have attempted in this paper to reduce the number 

of checked condition through saving  frequency of tandem 

replicated words, so that WPSR will be performed in less 

time at high data storage. The basic reason why replicated 

data show up in string matching is that it is likely to slow 

down the basic plane sweep algorithm in a case  which a 

word overlap itself repeatedly. 

Running time of WPSR Algorithm can be achieved in time 
)log)o(( kn  , where n is the frequency of keywords 

occurrence in a document,  is the frequency of tandem 
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replicated data and k is the number of query terms in a 

query. 

 

2. Related works 

There are several algorithms for finding exact tandem 

repeats. A number of algorithms consider motifs differing 

only by substitutions, using the Hamming distance as a 

measure of similarity. Others have considered insertions 

and deletions by using the edit distance, and also using 

DNA. Most of these algorithms have two phases, a 

scanning phase that locates candidate tandem repeats, and 

an analysis phase that checks the candidate tandem repeats 

found during the scanning phase [9]. We use the concept 

of finding repeated data in preprocessing phase to decrease 

the running time of plane sweep algorithm.  

In string matching, there are some results on finding k 

keywords within a given maximum distance d. Gonnet etal. 

proposed an algorithm for finding two keywords P1 and 

P2 within distance d in  21o mm   time, where 21 mm   

are the numbers of occurrences of the two keywords. 

Baeza-Yates and Cunto proposed the abstract data type 

Proximity and  an )o(logn  time algorithm, but the 

construction takes )o( 2n  time. Manber and Baeza-Yates 

also proposed an )logo( nn time algorithm, but it takes 

)o(dn  space [3,4]. 

They assume that the maximum distance d is known in 

advance. Sadakane and Imai proposed an )logo( kn time 

algorithm for a restricted version of the problem. Their 

version of the problem corresponds to the basic proximity 

score. As far as we know, this is the only result for the k-

keyword proximity problem. Plane sweep algorithm 

achieves the same time complexity while dealing with a 

generalized version of the problem [3,4].  

Plane sweep algorithm consists of two stages, early stage is 

pre-processing step, at this stage we have a list of offsets 

that are sorted by keyword in a document, and offsets are 

labeled using the keyword index (i if the keyword is iw ) 

during the merge. Because the input lists are already 

sorted, it is easy to show that the first stage takes 

)logo( kn time. The second stage is the main part of the 

algorithm. The second stage takes )o(n time [3]. The 

algorithm shows the various combination of inputted 

keyword in a document. 

 

The algorithm is as follows: 

(1) Repeatedly increase rP  by one until the current range 

is a candidate range or we have passed the end of the list. 

(2) If we have passed end of the list, finish. 

(3) Repeatedly increase lP  by one until the current range is 

not a candidate range. 

(4) The range ),1( rl PP   is a critical range. Compare the 

size of range ),1( rl PP   with the stored minimum range 

and replace the minimum range with the current range if 

),1( rl PP   is smaller. 

(5) Go to step 1 [1]. 

 

In our algorithm, we use the repetitive structures in which 

many copies of a word appear consecutively and reduce 

running time in plane sweep algorithm, so that we present 

an optimal algorithm. In the next section we discussed 

more about our algorithm. 

 

3. Proposed WPSR Algorithm 

We know the questions in the retrieval operation so we just 

try to find relationship of data according to the document 

contents so that, even search space is large, we achieve 

optimal response. When you are looking for a query in a 

document, it is possible that the same keywords in search 

results will include query but it has a meaning in totally 

different context, indeed the result is not what you are 

expected, We try to have a relationship based on keywords 

and query that we find in the search document, and also we 

need to reduce the number of comparison so that search 

operation performs faster. For this purpose we have tried 

to find replicated words in a list of tandem words with the 

specified offset which is the output stage of the 

preprocessing WPSR algorithm. We reduce the number of 

comparisons with counting the number of tandem 

replicated words. The main objective is to find the most 

efficient and relevant answer for the query. 

 

In the proposed algorithm, we have set the offset based on 

sorted keywords position. Offset is a distance from the 

beginning of a document [3]. It can use Inverted file or 

suffix arrays, mostly Inverted file is used in this context, 

which is a mapping of words to their place in the 

document.  

The implementation of this algorithm is intended to count 

the number of tandem repeat words in a document using 

inverted file. An inverted file is an index structure which 

stores a mapping from words to their location in a 

document or a set of document allowing full text search 

[5]. We compare each repeat word with the preceding 

word. So the number of repetitions is reduced and this 

causes the reduction of search time. 

If we show each offset list with w and frequency as f, we 

have,      wifiwiw 1, . The offset of w for 
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replicated tandem word is the offset of the first word 

location. 

 

The algorithm is applied on the sorted list of the keywords 

position in a document. In this algorithm, we need that, 

size of the search interval is specified, for this purpose, a 

critical range is defined. Range size, is the number of 

words in which located in a query, finding the range of 

critical areas is depend on finding a candidate range in a 

document such a way that no other range include it 

(Candidate range include the minimum k keyword in 

query). 

 

In this algorithm, two pointers are used to search a 

document that Scan offset list from left to right, Pointer 

lP , which refers to the left of the offset and rP which is 

refer to the last offset in the range. rP moves in a defined 

range, if its value is greater than the range size, it returns to 

the next  beginning of the interval which lP  is pointed. 

After a critical range was set, lP also move forward one 

place at the offset list. In this algorithm, counter is stored 

for each offset value. And if its value is greater than one, 

compare operations do not need to do and we only move 

forward according to the size of the defined range, The 

WPSR algorithm doesn‟t consider all position of word in a 

document. In fact, we skip the repetitive sequences. After 

each critical range is defined, minimality is also checked. 

This continues until we reach end of the list. 

Our work tries to improve the plane sweep algorithm by 

efficiently calculating the minimal group of words as a 

result. 

 

As a consequence of the WPSR algorithm and basic plane 

sweep and also number of tandem replicated word, number 

of comparisons related to WPSR algorithm can be 

formulated as follows: 

 

     nnn CPSCWPSRC     (1) 

 

As shown in formula (1), Number of comparison in WPSR 

is the difference between the number of comparison in 

plane sweep algorithm and the number of comparison in 

replicated words. So according to Formula (5), we reduce 

the number of comparison in our proposed algorithm.  

)(PSCn and )(nC  is defined below: 
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|D| = Length of Document offset list - |Q| -1 

|Q| = Length of Query 

 

 

 

i  

 

 

Let i  denote the Availability factor of a word in a query, 

which is describing the number of comparisons made. i  

set to one if position i considered with the algorithm, 

otherwise, the number of comparison is zero and it is also 

set to zero, so only position i is applied in Formula(2,3). 

 

The number of comparison for replicated word  is 

calculated from following equation: 
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Due to changes, the following formula is reached: 
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Definition 1. 

A „tandem replicated word‟ is a string of the form 

 qsys
WXZX ...  

Where 1,,  qys for some  n,...,2,1 . 

 

In this section we describe a proposed algorithm and show 

its improved average running time. WPSR algorithm is 

defined below: 

 

(1) Sort offset of keyword  njPij ...1  in a document in 

increasing order, we also add counter for tandem replicated 

words to the list. 

(2) Repeatedly increase  rP by one until the current range 

is a candidate range or we have passed the end of the list. 

(3) If we have passed end of the list, sort interval in a heap 

with considering the tandem replicated word counter and 

output them, finish. 

(4) Repeatedly increase lP by one until the current range is 

not a candidate range. 

(5) The range ),1( rl PP   is a critical range. Compare the 

size of range ),1( rl PP   with the stored minimum range 

and replace the minimum range with the current range if 

),1( rl PP   is smaller. 

(6)Go to step 2[1]. 

 

1 if match occurred in Doc list 

 0         O.W 
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WPSR pseudo code is as follows: 

Preprocessing stage: 

Create table for all word in document which are similar to 

the Query‟s keywords. 

i0, k0, j0 

While (i< D ) 

//Create inverted list and add to table at word jW  

Add position and also ikey (index in query 

keywords) to the list. 

ii+1 

Sort offset of keyword  njPij ...1  in a document in 

increasing order 

firstW = OffsetList[k]. ikey  

While (j< OffsetList ) 

Begin 

//add counter of tandem replicated word 

if ( firstW !=null) 

//Skip over replicated word 

Begin 

kk+1 

nextW = OffsetList[k]. ikey  

 End/* *End if**/ 

if ( nextW !=null and nextW == firstW ) 

Begin 

Add counter OffsetList[k] by one 

Substitute the position of firstW  with 

nextW  

 End/**End if**/ 

jj+1 

End /** End while**/ 

 

Main stage: 

Set rP , lP to addressing the start of the  OffsetList 

For every rP in OffsetList 

    Begin  

If (Current range is a Candidate range OR !Eof) 

1 ll PP  

 If (Eof)  

Sort interval in a heap with considering 

the tandem replicated word counter and 

output them, finish. 

If (Current range is not a Candidate range) 

1 rr PP  

If (Range  1, rl PP is a Critical range and 

minimal) 

Range is a Critical range and next range 

set 

Else 

Set 1 rPr , lPl  ,  lrinPl ,  and 

replace minimal range with the last 

range. 

   Update set of position in the interval .1 lr PP  

   End /**End For**/ 

 

 
Fig. 1 WPSR algorithm flowchart 
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Example 1 
 
To illustrate the searching procedure we present an 

example: 
Suppose we have a query of “ABC” that is searched in the 

following document offset list: 

 

Document :{ AAABCCCCCCCBA} 

 
Table 1: Example of a merged list of  WPSR algorithm 

A B C B A Keyword in Doc 
1 1 7 1 3 # of repeated  

words 
12 11 4 3 0 Offset 
1 2 3 2 1 key 

 
Any offset in the following list are: 

 

 12,01K ,  11,32 K  and  43 K . 

Search has been defined from left to right with respect to 

the range for 3-keyword search operation is performed. 

1I and 2I are above the range that the output of the 

algorithm. 

 
Table 2: Find the solution for Example 1 

A B C B A word 
1 1 7 1 3 # of repeated  

words 
1 2 3 2 1 key 
12 11 4 3 0 offset 

  

 
 

The concatenations of the tandem replicated word is as 

follows: 

 

Document :{ AAABCCCCCCCBA} 

 

iiiii qryrq

i
WXZXW

13

1
  

Where  3,1iq ; 1ir ;  7iy (according to Definition1). 

 

4. Test Results 
 

The comparison between Plane Sweep Algorithm with 

WPSR (Table 3), Show that the algorithm has been worked 

better, especially in high volume repetitive data. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Results of the tests on these offsets 

Data 
Size(Offset) 

Plane 
Sweep(cpu 

time) 

WPSR 
(cpu time) 

900 0.0306 0.0211 

1800 0.0562 0.0350 

3600 0.0988 0.0624 

7200 0.1889 0.1153 

14400 0.3825 0.2145 

28800 0.6984 0.3997 

 

Fig. 2 Number of Comparisons made by WPSR and plane sweep 

algorithm with 3-keywords query and 4.0simW . 

 

 

The diagram shows the offset list of document‟s words, 

where the repetition factor ( simW ), is defined below: 

 

10, 


simsim W
D

W


.   (6) 

Where D , is the size of the offset list, and  is the 

frequency of replicated words in the list. 

 

Based on this analysis we compare the new method with 

the original algorithm of plane sweep. In order to study the 

effect of tandem replicated word for WPSR algorithm, we 

ran some experiment on a different lists size, and the result 

is shown on table3. Experiments views the sequence as it 

has been produced by a random file with the specific 

repetition factor of tandem replicated word ( 4.0simW ). It 

must be noted that the run time depends not only on 

repetition factor of the input document, but also on the 

number of keywords in query.  

In fact, if repetition factor (it means the number of tandem 

repeat words in the document), and also the number of 

keywords in question is greater, the WPSR algorithm work 

better. 

 

2I  
1I  
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From fig.2 we observe that using tandem replicated word 

make all size of the random sample better, specially in a 

large size, WPSR leads to a better running time. 

5. Conclusions 
 

Finding specific keyword in the search engine optimization 

is one of the main goals in data extraction. Plane Sweep 

algorithm, is one of the algorithm that is used to search for 

keyword. Plane Sweep Algorithm search function is based 

on a list of keywords offsets. As the occurrence of the 

tandem replicated word in the search document is possible. 

So to reduce the search time, the proposed algorithm is 

presented; studies are shown in Table 3. This algorithm 

would be optimal particularly in a high volume of tandem 

replicated data. 
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